GIS Summer Student position (paid)

IMS Infrastructure Management Services, a Tempe engineering firm, announces a full-time summer job opportunity, to begin in May, 2018 with potential part time work when university resumes.

Nature of Work: IMS Infrastructure Management Services is a small firm located in Tempe that specializes in surveying road conditions for government agencies and companies throughout the US and Canada.

The summer student will support the company’s work in data collection of sidewalks and ADA compliance for clients in cities across the United States. Student would travel the entire summer to various locations within the United States. The company provides transportation to and from the job site, hotel accommodation and a daily per diem.

The summer student would have an opportunity to build skills in GIS and in working as part of a team in a professional setting.

Qualifications: • Good quantitative and database skills • GIS and programming skills are desirable • Sophomore or higher • Interested in pursuing a career in GIS in support of engineering • ATV operating experience or similar preferred • Clean driving record (No DUI’s or license suspension) • Interested in staying with company while a student, and potentially after graduation

Compensation: $ 15.00 per hour

Time Requirement: Interns will work 40+ hours per week.

Location: 1820 W. Drake Drive Suite 104
Tempe, AZ 85283-4312

More Information: Learn more about the company at www.ims-rst.com

To Apply: Send a resume and the name of one reference who can comment on your abilities for this internship to adavis@ims-rst.com.